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Angola: Safety Reasons Determine Closure of Teatro Nacional Cinema Hall
20 MAY 2014

Luanda — The Culture Ministry pointed out last Monday, in Luanda, that safety of spectators and actors are the main reasons that have determined the closure of the
Teatro Nacional cinema hall, which is also the reason why the venue did not host the theatre play entitled "As orações de Mansata", included in the Cena Lusófona
project.

On a press note, the Culture Ministry states that after a previous discussion with the building company Teixeira Duarte, who is tasked with rehabilitating the mentioned
venue, and the Chá de Caxinde cultural association, the incumbent Culture minister, Rosa Cruz e Silva, instructed on May 16 the shutdown of the hall.

"This decision took place at a time that the venue had been made available for two days for the exhibition of the play that eventually was cancelled", reads the
document.

The Culture Ministry informed, however, that it has taken the necessary measures so that the play be exhibited in a different place, taking responsibility for all the
expenses.

"Through a decision of the Cena Lusófona project head, the show that was to take place on 16-17 May was postponed without a date (...)", reads the note.
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Peace in Great Lakes Considered Regional
Challenge 
Turning the Great Lakes Region into a zone of peace, stability, cooperation
and development is a challenge the member …
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